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Introduction

• Asking questions 

• is a common and necessary teaching practice for medical 

educators

• Medical educator 

• anyone preparing future clinicians inclusive of all medical 

education settings

• Philosopher Socrates

• A powerful strategy 

• Scaffold learning 

• Encourage the development of critical thinking skills
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Introduction

• When effectively executed

• positive outcomes in 

• learner participation

• concentration 

• understanding of content
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promote learning

logical thinking

defending one’s 

decisions

quick recall

self-assessment

Learners and 

medical educators 

believe

communicating well with 

one’s peers’
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Introduction

• used by medical educators to assess
• understanding, clinical skills, and reasoning 

• In order to promote learner progress toward independence in the 
clinical setting

• one of the primary educational activities in medical 
education

• How to effectively use????
• what kind of questions should be asked

• how medical educators can prevent learner humiliation

• Significant literature about what ineffective 
questioning 6



Introduction

• the concept of asking questions seems a simple practice
• many medical educators lack formal pedagogical training. 

• Often medical educators ask questions in the same way 
questions were asked of them when they were learners, 
which is not always the most effective

• Many medical educators mistakenly assume questioning 
increases undue anxiety for learners

• Not all questioning achieves the same results or 
prompts learners to the same level of thinking and 
response
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Twelve tips

• Help medical educators be purposeful and effective as they 

plan, ask, and analyze questions in classroom or clinical 

settings.
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Discuss in pairs

Think-time

When to stop

Listen to learner 

responses

Written 

response

Analyze the 

questions
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• Often a way to assess what 

learners know, and it is 

effective in doing so

• Can also be used to scaffold 

learners toward 

understanding
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Scaffold learning

1
Questions



Scaffolding

• The support educators offer learners to help them 

accomplish goals that are beyond their capacity 

without the support of a more capable other 

• A dynamic process

• Medical educator to be able to identify the knowledge gap faced by a 

learner, and then offer support for the learner as they move toward a 

more advanced understanding
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Scaffolding

• Two ideas in mind

• Learning objective

• Learner’s current level of knowledge

• Identify starting and endpoints of learning
• design questions that serve as effective scaffolding

• clinical setting
• at the moment through a give and take between the learner and 

medical educator

• Formal class settings
• planning time to design great scaffolding questions
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Questions

• Designing questions

• What do my learners already know about this topic?

• What do I want my learners to know about this topic when they 
leave today?

• What questions can I ask that will help learners think and fill in 
knowledge gaps?

• The trick is to ask questions to help learners access what 
they do know and build from there with further questions 
as guides
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Understand how bacterial 
middle ear infections occur
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Scaffolding in the classroom setting

• Is the question merely engaging? Or will asking it lead toward 
the main learning objective?

• Does the question get at what’s odd, counterintuitive, or easily 
misunderstood? Or is it a predictable question with mundane 
and relatively obvious answers?

• When medical educators have a clear understanding of 

• what learners know and 

• what they need to know, 

• they can ask questions to help learners bridge knowledge gaps.
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• Allows the medical educator 
to purposefully target 
specific learning goals

• Both question types in 
teaching (should employ )

• Different purpose

• Helps learners meet 
different objectives

Roles of open and 

closed questions

2

Different categories 

of questions
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Questions?

• Open-ended questions

• allow for multiple ways of 

thinking about the question

• ask learners to synthesize 

and defend how or why 

they know something to be 

true

• Closed-ended questions

• clear answer

• recall of facts
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Read an ECG

• closed-ended question, ‘What can you identify on 

this electrocardiogram?’

• Identify the parts of an electrocardiogram, an 

important first step in learning how to read an 

electrocardiogram.
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Differentiate between emergent and non-
emergent situations on ECG

• Do you think this patient is emergent, why or why 

not?

• make a choice using evidence to explain their 

thinking
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A question with no certain answer

• Has anyone had an experience from the clinic 

that relates to this case…?
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Bloom’s 
Taxonomy

• A questioning frameworks 
to push learners beyond 
simply recalling basic facts

• a structure for thinking 
about how learners develop 
knowledge of a concept 

• moving from recalling basic 
facts towards the complex 
thinking needed to 
synthesize concepts

All levels of questioning

3
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All levels of questioning

• All levels of questions at various 
times

• educator decides which level of 
questioning best support learners 
in reaching the objective.

• As the learner becomes more 
knowledgeable and

• proficient, the questions should 
move toward higher-order 
thinking questions
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Clinical 
reasoning

• Role of a medical educator 
is to model 

• professional behaviors

• and ways of thinking for 
medical learners

• unique patterns of 
thinking, especially when 
diagnosing and treating a 
patient

• medical educator makes 
their thinking explicit by 
thinking aloud

As a model of clinical 

reasoning

4
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As a model of clinical reasoning

• Ask learners after leaving the bedside of a patient 

experiencing difficulty breathing, ‘should we order an X-

ray?

• An early first-year medical student, 

• thinking process more evident

• ‘I noticed crackling in the left lower lung during the physical exam 

of our patient.

• This made me wonder if we should order an X-ray to better 

understand what was causing that sound.

• What do you think could be causing the sound?’

• Medical educator is using questioning to model and scaffold 

the development of clinical reasoning. 26



Clinical 
reasoning

• Probe, don’t ‘prod,’

• professional behaviors
• and ways of thinking for 

medical learners

• unique patterns of 
thinking, especially when 
diagnosing and treating a 
patient

• medical educator makes 
their thinking explicit by 
thinking aloud

psychological safety

5
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Recommendations for creating 
psychological safety

• Create an atmosphere of respect

• appropriate level for the learners

• wait time

• ‘I don’t know’ or ask for help

• help them build connections to what is known

• verbal and non-verbal communication to show support

• inadequate performance
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Traditional question 
and answer

• Between educators 

and learners follow 

an I-R-E pattern: 

• Initiate (educator)

• Respond (learner)

• Evaluate (educator)

I-R-E pattern

6

c
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I-R-E pattern

• Despite the fact that the medical educator’s response is often 
positive and reassuring 

• when the medical educator responds it ends further thinking 
and discussion
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Third-turn response

• encourage learners to think critically and respond at 

higher-order levels

• Ways to use the third-turn response to increase 

learning?

• the goal is to use the third-turn response to continue 

the process of learner discussion rather than stop the 

conversation and thinking
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Discussion

• Understanding is 

deepened

• Cooperative, active 

learning

• Each person accountable 

for thinking, learning and 

adding to the collective 

learning of the class

Discuss in pairs

7
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Peer discussion

• Enhances the understanding even…

• none of the learners in a discussion group originally knows 

the correct answer

• cooperative learning helps learners think out loud

• identify misconceptions or gaps in knowledge

• give learners an opportunity to teach the information to 

another person  

• help knowledge retention and deeper understanding
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Disadvantage

• not enough time to 

allow learners to 

discuss all questions in 

pairs before answering

Questions good for 
paired discussions

• Difficult concepts about 
which learners often have 
misconceptions,

• Main learning objectives that 
learners need to master

• Issues that do not have a 
clear right or wrong answer.
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• When concepts are new

• Allows think through and 

explain

think-time

8
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Think-time
definition

• Distinct period of uninterrupted silence by the 

educator and all learners so that they both can 

complete appropriate information processing 

tasks, digest feelings, and develop oral responses 

and actions
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Educators are often 
tempted to

• Fill the silence with 

• hints 

• their own answers 

• response from a 

quicker responding 

learner

Waiting at least 3 seconds after 
asking questions, and more 
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Medical educators should

• challenge themselves to provide longer think-time 

by silently counting to three after asking 

questions. 

• The silence may feel awkward at first, but medical 

educators and learners will become used to it.
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• times when learners are 
unable to answer

• even when provided with 
scaffolding or think-time

• answer some of the questions 
but not all

• Entire class might not be able 
to answer a question
• it is very challenging

• they are unprepared

when to stop

9
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When questions become unanswerable for learners

• Medical educators have a few options

• Ask another learner to help answer

• Ask learners to research it and report back in the next class session 

• Step in and explain part of the answer

• Step in and explain the entire answer

• All of these options are acceptable

• Their use should depend on the situation

• When medical educators do step in and explain, they 

need to follow up by checking for learner understanding 

and asking the learner to summarize
41



Some tips

• Which option?

• Medical educators should not

• Always assume learners didn’t prepare

• Always step in and answer the entire question

• However, there are times when learners have reached 

frustration and it is apropos to step in and explain the 

answer in full to alleviate cognitive load.
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Medical educators ask 
questions to

• Assess learners’ knowledge 

and decide what needs to be 

taught next

• requires that medical 

educators listen to their 

learners.

Listen to learner

10
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Listen to learner

• focus on learner responses for the purpose of future instruction

• check-points where they assess learners’ progressive understanding 
of the material

• pay attention to craft the next question to further their 
understanding

• not simply for the correct answer

• may appear obvious to some

• Medical educators need to listen in order to respond to both

• learners’ emotional needs 

• their content needs
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Effective educators pay attention to learner
responses noting
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When asking 
questions

• Medical educators 

usually hear a 

response from one or 

a few learners 

• left wondering what 

all learners were 

thinking

Written response

11
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Written response in the classroom

• collect responses from all learners

• to gauge understanding

• see the thought processes of individual learners 

or the class as a whole.
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Methods

• Quick writes

• 1–2 minutes writing their own thoughtful responses.

• Exit slips

• At the end of a class session

• 1–2 questions

• ‘What was clarified for you today?’

• ‘What still confuses you?’ 

• ‘What is something you learned from another person in your group today?’

• Digital conversations

• A shared online document where the medical educator and/or learners pose 
questions and write responses to each other. 

• This document can be added to before, during, and after class sessions.
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Formative assessment
• In each of these examples

• Medical educator is asking well-developed questions not to 
evaluate or grade, but to assess learner thinking and use it to 
guide further instruction – this is formative assessment.

• Make it clear to learners 

• the purpose of the written responses

• the writings are not for evaluative purposes but for the purpose of 
planning future instruction.

• Responses may or may not be anonymous depending on 
whether the medical educator

• desires to know about individual learners 

• gauge the class as a whole.
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When asking 
questions

• It is common for educators 
to be unaware 

• of the types of questions 
they ask

• whether they give enough 
think-time

• whether they are using the 
I-R-E pattern of questioning

• Video or audio recording 
classroom sessions

Analyze the questions

12
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Analyze the questions
classroom setting

• recording a session 

• Listening to the recording

• writing down the questions the medical educator asked 

• analyzing according to:
• Bloom’s Taxonomy – levels of questioning

• Use of the IRE pattern

• Probing or prodding

• Quality of learner responses

• Use of think-time
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Analyze the questions
clinical setting

• Recording might not be an option

• Ask learners to give feedback on the way medical 

educators are asking questions

• ask a colleague to observe and take note of 

specific questioning techniques.
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• Questioning: a common teaching strategy in medical 

education

• When used incorrectly 

• leave learners feeling singled out and not in a position to 

learn, or worse – threatened or humiliated.

• When used effectively, 

• is a powerful learning tool
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Conclusion

• Medical educators deserve further development 

around questioning techniques

• Effective questioning help medical educators

• Support struggling learners 

• challenge advanced learners

• Assess learner understanding

• balance learner participation and engagement
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Conclusion

• The more targeted medical educators in asking 

effective questions

• the more likely medical education can develop 

thoughtful clinicians 

• ready to take on the challenges of today’s 

medical field.
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THANK YOU

Any Questions?
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